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Read shinmai maou no testament baka tsuki

Just a sort of person that's doing this in a handkerchief. My patreon for those interested in donations: Patreon has also a fan made discord master discord: the discord Baka tsuki. Browse to a tsuki baka web page that contains the full text of a story. Click the Webtoepub icon on top right of the webfox window. We would
like to show you a description here but the site won't allow us. Read some manga today. Baka tsuki is a website that mostly hosts the sense of fan translation of light novels in the wiki format. English fan translations mainly focus on translating light novels, but making some visual novels too. Beard Petama dimasukan
anime meskipun bukkan merupakan bagian utama dari nya series. Read all novels by tsuki baka on full novels. Group Home Baka tsuki. Click the package epub button. Amateur language main band. Kami adalah pihak Yang bertugas mempublikasikan update terjemahan dari translator adonszi that contains baka tsuki.
Founded in 2006 by the 2006 初代 siege 2006 2016 2016 tsuki baka since expanding to become fans of the largest based English light novels agglomerate on the internet apart from physically hosting 249 projects in 29 different languages Baka tsuki has for objactives to promote the popularity of light. Driven by the
community. Baka tsuki bt is a community translation fan who has allme translations for light novels in the wiki format. For use with tsuki baka. Founded in 2006 the website claims that it has expanded to become the biggest fan based on English light agglomerate on the internet. Read and get updates on the latest
English translations of Asian novels covering all light novels and web novels. Ad 01 11 19 just remember renewing domains. Select Images to use to cover. Progressive requisition kawahara. Check out the correct history details. Serial sword art online. Baka tsuki official vnstat website. 8 342 Love 17 talk about it. Arap
diperhatikan bahwa series dalam sample. Ítulos alternatives: Testament is the New Devil, 新妹魔王の契約者 (テスタメント) Gênero: Ação, Romance, Harém, Comédia, Ecchi, Maduro, Seinen, Adulto, Super-poders, Sobrenatirel Autor: UESU Tetuto (上栖綴⼈) Artista: Ookuma Nekosuke (⼤熊 猫介) Em Translationão
Lan Semanis queriais: 2 capítulos SINOPSE Hey, você tens queria uma irmãzinha, certo? O student domeiro an ano made insino médio, Basara chamber, repentance questioned por seui and caiu num stadiumo de punnico. Além deso, excêntrico pai que elea estaria sea de novo. Ele então part o para deposit exterior
storage trazer parable Basara du lindas measure-irmãs. Mars as verdadeiras format de Mio and Maria são na verdade a de uma Novata Rainha dose of Demônios and uma Sucubus!? Basara praticamented foi foi fouado to distinguish me and servo com Mio, mass impose envertido foi engano por engano, and Basara
agora é o Além Diso, Basara está sendo aido por situações eróticas uma arás davido ao spat, mass a vida de mio estándo perseguida por outrasebo tribo dossies demônios eboss heróis!! Oh drama, ação desejo mais poderoso setbacks coma! RECOMENDAÇÕES mortal massa of Rapsódia making Mundo Pa...
TABELA DE CAPÍTULOS from Baka-TsukiFile File History Read Metadata Click on a date/time to view the file as it appears at that time. Date/TimeThumbnailDimensuserComment actually 14:26, 14 April 20182,255 × 1,600 (576 KB)Azerty200ish (speakers | contributors) You cannot replace this file. This file contains
more information, probably added to the digital camera or scanner used to create or diffuse it. If the file has been modified in its original state, some details may not fully reflect the modified file. From Baka-Tsuki I learned that the truth that I was looking for was covered up by a gentle lie. The choice was to 'kindness in my
eyes' closure or 'the courage to touch upon himself'. Part 1 [editor] It was a place where the morning reigns in gentle sundown and gathered. Myriad of leaves in the ancient forest tree grew exceedingly, covering the whole of the earth. This rich forest has spread to the borders of Wildart City, the base of the Moderate
Faction. In this thick forest depth, in a corner where only animals are usually passed by, a group of visitors have been present. They were the ones who had just concluded a decisive battle to determine the history of Demon Realm's, and were about to return to their own world, as well as the group of people who came to
see them. All in all, thank you so much for everything... you did so much for me because you were there beside me. Naruse Mio, Yuki, and the other girls all farwells are in this girl. The girl – the Noel maid ranked mio's hands and reluctance told Mio-sama... you'll leave soon. ... Mmm. I defended, Noel. Mio also weighs
his hand lightly, which only seemed to deepen Noel's sadness, pushing it hard and even more reluctantly even so, you don't need to come back home so fully... It has only been two days since the decisive battle between the Moderate Faction and Current Demon Lord Faction which was interrupted by the scheme of
council members who initiated the invasion of the Demon God Chaos, though they were defeated by a concert effort from both sides. These two days mainly consisting of a unused period imposed by the doctor who examined sustained damage in the fighting, as well as a minimum amount of consultation and meetings to
discuss the reality Demon's future.  ... I'm happy about how you feel, Noel. But we have no other choice. Yuki said. Just like Mio, Yuki also had a expressions on his face because he got close with Noel during the time he guided them to the Wildart City area. We've already accomplished what we've come here to do. And
so, we should leave the Real Demon as soon as possible. In response to Yuki's words, Kurumi also noded in the agreement beside him. That's right. If we stay longer, we can cause various problems. Indeed – there were several reasons why Mio and others were returning back to human damage in a hurry. Mio and the
others came to Demon Realm in just when moments capped about twenty fifth December in the twenty-first December of human reality. Considering the number of days that have passed since they came here, it means that the third quarter of school has already started. Among those who accompanied Mio, Basara
valued the idea of 'making ordinary live priorities at top whenever possible', and therefore, they have also delayed their initial plans to come to the Serbs of Demon for about a month so they would not miss at the end of quarter exams. —Of course, they could use magic to appear anything like their attendance records or
classes. With something so simple, problems should be solved. ... However. When they do, when they make use of an external power, they would be divided even further away from ordinary people. Rather, it was a kind of action turning their ordinary lives into a lie. Even aside from the problems of daily life in human
reality, there was a possibility that another problem would arise from Mio's presence in the Fact Demon. —The Decisive Battle Between Moderate Faction and the Lord's Current Faction Has Influenced the Real Demon's Future. For better or for worse, the realities of Mio and the others in which historical facts have been
too substantial. As a result, the people of the Moderate War faction are as heroes, and there was now an expectation that he would rise to becoming new leaders. On the other hand, the current Demon Lord factions and various other factions have begun to consider their presence and combat forces as a danger. In
addition, Moderate Factions received an offer of truth immediately after the decisive battle from the current Demon Lord faction. After repeating Chaos, although Mio and the others did not meet with Ramsas, they understood from the senior and well respected Klaus, as well as Ramsas' Tip Lucia that there was a high
chance that Leohart's secret goal was to overthrare the council. After achieving this goal, the present situation would eventually lead out to a true peace treaty or a military alliance between the moderate factions and the Current Faction of the Lord Demon. With that in mind, ceremony would be held by moderate faction
for Leyohart, and ceremony would be held by the Current Lord of reality for Ramsas in order to strengthen the connection between each side and welcome them – therefore he wasn't surprised to hear the rumors of going on would rather be Mio and Leohart. However—... I don't like it. Mio did not feel that way. He did not
yet know what form it would take, but from here on, the problems of the Demon Relationship would be resolved in time. Not everything was fully resolved, and so it was still too early for him to consider what his long-term relationship with him would be. ... Though so. That person would never change. It was something that
he could be certain of. That's why Mio decided in this decisive battle that he was going to live, not like Wilbert's daughter, but as the girl named Naruse Mio. —Therefore, Mio had to show the words he expressed in that day were the truth. To that end, it was better to leave Realm to the Demon as soon as possible, as Yuki
said. In these circumstances, Mio and the others were merely seeking the right words to convoy this in Noel. — Hyaa? A small hand reached over and carried under the Noel, causing jumps to surprise. At the same time — Noel, you shouldn't issue Mio-Chan and the others too much. As Mio and others looked towards
the source of this young voice, they noticed that a young-looking sucubuss appeared by the Noel side without realising. Sheera - Sama... When Zest spoke his name to surprise, the surprise young-looking guy continues to be founded under the Noel. If you spend long here chatting – this child will be mad you know. I- I
am sorry! I-I'll see the carriage! Noel bowed his head with a red face when he ran, he escaped from Sheera towards the wagons that Mio and the others climbed so far to get here. Maria then shyly asks Sheera um, oka-san... I don't see Lucia-neesama around. Maria asked about Demon Lucia because Luci was one of
those who opened the bounds when they emerged from the Real Demon House residence. The real Demon and the real human – opened a dimensional gate connecting the two different worlds wasn't possible for most people. Therefore, Lucia talked about making a dimensional gate leading to spermicide in humans for
their journey back.  They decided to take the journey back from Old Forest, just as when they arrived here, so like to avoid being too close to Wildart City. ... Moreover, this time. There was a possibility that people would try to see Mio cut off, and that would cause unnecessary committee. So in order to return to the
human spermicide in absolute secret, they chose Oldora Forest as their place of departure. However, if Lucia didn't come, then they would not can do a lot. Lucia-Chan has a final confirmation some make the back of the mansion for the 'meeting', so it won't be free for quite a while. It didn't seem to matter though, as
Sheera was beating her shoulders. They have to make sure there are no gaps, including security measures. Sheera was in fact referring to the high-level discussions that took place between Ramsas and Leohart on the subject of peace that had to be done between the moderate faction and the current faction of the
Demon Of the Lord today. To prevent unnecessary problems, Mio and others have left the Demon Real as soon as possible. At the same time, the reality of Moderate and the current Demon Lord faction decided to properly talk about peace for many reasons why. Leyohart made suggestions that high-level talks were
necessary during the truth, and so this meeting was an accomplishment of that. Then who will open the dimension door for us to return...? Ah, don't worry, I'll take care of that. In response to Mio's question, Sheera said so without hesitation. ... Sheera-San will? Yuki's expression watched a degree of surprise. Yes. I was
one of those who originally taught Lucia-Chan how to open a door dimension, and though that girl improved considerably, I'm always better when it comes to spatial manipulation, so don't worry about it. Loli sucubus mom gaggled. Then okay, it would be fine if it's oka-blood, but ... During her daughter, Maria seemed to
consent as well. Of course, Mio and the others did not complain either. Mio and others were well aware of the accuracy and spatial tunnels capabilities that Sheera could build. —However, Mio and the others could not be exceeded. So Naruse Mio asked Sheera-san... are Basara and Ramsas - without always discussing
things with each other? Indeed – Basara wasn't currently present. When the time came for them to leave the mansion, Basara went to have a talk with Ramsas, and told them to go ahead first, which they did. So as soon as the palace and Ramsas were on, they originally thought that Sheera would bring Basara on using
a spatial tunnel... but from the time sheera was there, it meant that she would have to come in a different way. ... Basara.... The relationship between themselves and Ramsas was not something that could be described as good. Especially with Basara and Ramsas, something stated between them that Mio and the others
were unveiled in, and that caused in Basara that they were temporarily confiscated in his room. As slight worry began to build up in Mio Don't Worry. After coming to this point, there should be no reason for two in fighting, and that shouldn't be their intention anyway. Most likely, they're only taking so long because there
are various complicated matters. They understand there was something that Basara came out of his way to talk to Ramas about. And – it was something important. ... Because. During the battle with Leohart and the Demon God Chaos, Basara was enveloped in the same red aura as Mio and he even demonstrated that
he could cut attacks that could affect gravity. Supposedly, Basara inherited this power from his mother's hands. Mio and others are hearing about this story after the fight against the Demon God Chaos ended - when they could finally calm down and talk. Before Basara went to Lundvall, he heard about Jin about his
mother, and that it was how he became one of the trumpet cards that he used in the decisive battle against the current Demon Lord faction. He even asked Sheera to prepare a medicine that would make this power easier to use. He did not surprise that he wanted to learn more about his mother from Ramsas before he
left Demon's Realm. It was a fact that Ramsas was Wilbert's older brother, and Ramsas was also the older brother of Basara's mother – and so just like Mio, it meant that Ramsas fell into fallen basara. It was a secret that never could have been made public. ... there you go. This power has caused some speculation and
rumours to spread among various other things like Basara's origin. Publicly, it was wrongly presented that it was a side effect of the medicine made by Sheera, a well-renowned cycle. But if anyone should investigate Basara's spiritual energy model, the evidence should be denies. That was also one of the reasons why
Mio and the others had to return to the human sperm as soon as possible. Don't worry. The interest in Basara-Kun is only a temporary thing. There is no certain evidence of his identity, but it is an indemisible fact that the Demon God Chaos has risen, and that all the members of the Council are now dead. Although the
confusion has not been subsided yet, the reality of Moderate and current faction of The Lord Demon who has fought against each other so far is about making peace with each other, aren't they? They understand. The situation has already begun to advance to a new step... The attention of the Demon Realm will be
headed towards Ramsas and Leohart that are the main actors almost immediately. If you return to the real human so soon, then you will be fine. Sheera then continued as I've said before, if I were you, I'd be more worried about your future relationship. Eh—...? Mio showed an empty expression on his face about hearing
those unexpected words. Basara-kun and her conversation will always take a while... thus I must speak to you all now. And then, with a sore smile, Sheera began talking. From the bottom of his eyes, there was even a bit cold. —Let me tell you about 'the danger' that Basara-Kun brings. Edit Source] time has approached
for high-level discussions to be conducted between the moderate faction and the current Demon Lord faction of Wildart Castle. Lisi, who was in charge of the preparations, has already finished a final confirmation, including the security details. Lisi was now in a different place in the interior of the castle. It was a balcony
that overlooked Wildart City. Now there were two others in this place aside from Lisi. Ahead of Lucien, who was waiting some distance away to please wait. Do you mean that, in the future—--This is correct. In the future, we'll essentially have nothing to do with each other. The person who answered Basara's question
with apathy was Lucia's master - Ramsas. -Currently, Basara and Ramsas didn't even look at each other well. Basara was looking at Ramsas, but Ramsas turned him back to Basara as he continued to look over the Wildart City below him. Ramsas' leader was something that Lucia was already aware of. It was the
position that moderate faction and demons would take against Basara and the others from now on. As you may know, there's a big risk that you guys will light the spark that causes a new battlefield rise in the Demon Reyal. Ramsas spoke with a ton of heavy lifting. At this crucial time when a military covenant about
forming between us and the Lord's current faction of the Demon, we cannot see any involvement in your group, as it would sow the seeds of downsides among others. It would also cause unnecessary speculation among other factions. That's why in order to prevent that, we are bad going to cut contact with you guys as
much as possible... of course, there is also the possibility that some people may have bad intentions can target you, so I will continue to leave Maria in your hands. Considering that Zest has also entered into a Master-Servant contract with you, you have no shortage in terms of combat strength should be needed for self-
defence lifting. After having said that, Ramsas continued in order to keep fairly and transparency, observers of the Lord's current faction Demon will most likely be dispatcheed to keep an eye on you guys. However, even if we won't be haters of the future, other faction may try to take advantage of the power and presence
of your group, and even go after your life. This girl has been entaught with the power of Wilbert, so that much is to be expected. Then if you guys have serious problems, it will report to both the Moderate faction and the current Demon Lord fairly – so we can implement a solution. This means that both moderate facts and
current factions of the Lord's Demon would intervene if necessary, if an emergency situation was to collapse Basara and the others. is reassurance. Thank you. —What do you misunderstand? In response to Basara's gratitude speech, Ramasas responded with hostility. If the situation is more serious than we expected,
and it is judged that a relief is too difficult, there is a possibility that we will eliminate you guys ourselves in order to get rid of this danger.... In response to Ramsas' cold words, Basara remains silent. there you go... Bazara - Talent? Lucia, who was watching Basara, uvoluntaly grew up. It was because his expression was
not a tough one, but gentle one. And then, so you'll keep up this cold attitude in you until the very end huh.... Leaving a bit of soup, Basara was the curves star of Ramsas as he spoke to. His words were right to the point. Are you really going to be involved with Mio like this, without telling him the truth?  And Basara was
quietly watching as Ramsas was rotated. Then... What are you talking about? This response seemed to be proud of the 'true intent' behind his words. What I'm about to say is just my speculation as I have no evidence to back it up. After that preliminary remarks, Basara began talking. Before the decisive battle with the
current Demon Lord Faction - also considered a plan to murder Belphegor, Always Basara came to a 'certain truth' whilst thinking about the process that led up to the execution. Your attitude and the way you talk to Mio clearly shows inferiorness. No question how dangerous the situation became, you never sent any
escort aside to Maria, and the decisions you made were absolutely no consideration for Mio's life... you carefully avoided Mio, and you kept distance away from yourself. Why? Someone who told me about the circumstances said that you were always bitter about the fact that your younger brother became the Lord's
Demon, and you are not. He said that was the reason why we are so cold towards your own niece, Mio. Basara exhibited further based on the speculation that Takigawa was talking about. But what came next was a disrupt, rather than evidence. But this era, we called Mio to demon the reality and tried to extract the
power of the Old Demon of the Lord from Him. Because we've defeated Zolgear, people like Klaus-Adams began to intensify their views that Mio should become the next Demon of the Lord. Klaus was loyal to Wilbert, and that's why his support for Mio to become the rightful successor was obvious. However, Ramsas and
Klaus disagree with each other on that. To go against those who have supported Mio, you insist that you should be the one to gain that power. If you look at this normally, then it certainly seems that selfish actions in your hands are an attempt to satisfy your vanity as the older brother-in-law has been jarring to be
exceeded by his younger brother. that's why when Basara came to Demon Realm on that night – Ramsas did an insult towards Mio in this place. Mio was left alone until then, but selfish requests were imposed on them as soon as the situation changed, and he could not forgive the fact that Ramsas and others were trying
to use Mio. there you go... Then Basara stole a glance at luxury when I saw the relationship between Lucia-San and Maria, it was a suggestion for me to change my perspective. Me and Maria...? As Lucia grew, Basara nodded as she affirmed that. Before coming here, someone gave me a piece of advice not to be short-
vite. Look at things flexibly'. He is someone who gives me valuable pieces of advice over and over many times... wherefore his words dwell in my head. Then I thought again as I looked at Lusiah-Blood and Maria... that love flows into a family is not as simple as an act of kindness that can always be seen. And then I met
my father here, and that thought turned to conviction. The answer that he was out. It was our courage to do the best we can to live our daily lives, our parents—they are looking forward to us in the future. Ramsas kept silent without changing his expression as Basara continued. Although Ramsas' emotions could not be
found in his facial expression, his silence meant that he could not deny his true intentions. However, Change Basara didn't care as it went on this when I changed my view. Your attitude and your behavior towards Mio did not mean satisfying your own pride, it was all for Mio's own sake... If that was true, then the meaning
of everything until now could be mapped to reverse such a chain reaction. Former Demon Lord Wilbert made his subbordinate to act as his parents so that his daughter Mio could live as a person being in the real human... so that his only daughter Mio would not become a breakthrough in the real Demon policy. All the
actions and decisions that you've made arise until now can also be seen as an extension of the will of Wilbert. And that's because Maria was the only escort for her, and you didn't give any more escorts than was necessary to prevent Mio from being recognized as the moderate faction princes. That's why you distance
yourself from it. In order to prevent Mio from getting caught up in the politics of the Real Demon, you went as far as possible by making contact with him. Then Basara continued if you thought about Mio that much, you probably had various measures in place to act as assurance against threats... for example with Sheera-
San, one of those assured measures was to make Mio Wilbert's legacy power. Of course, the probability of being targeted because it inherited that would increase, but there was also a risk she left her blood. Besides even when Zolgear first targeted Mio, you allow Maria to use her 'keys' to transform to an adult, so that
they could make it out of a liter ... but it was not the only thing, was this? After saying that, Basara once again directs his eyes towards Lucia Lucia-san... when Maria reports to you that Zolgear took Sheera-San hostage, you told her to focus on her mission of protecting Mio. ......... Lucia remained silent and kept her
depression façade. This silence means that what Basara said came closer and closer to the underlying truth. But Basara revealed part of that truth. Looking back at Ramsas instead of Lisi, he said Lucia's hand-without hadn't abandoned Sheera-san... Was it captured by Zolgear on purpose? .................. This was the
conclusion that he came in after thinking and reversing everything. Ramsas' long silence was an assertion that reinforced his reasoning correctly because Sheera-San can build a spatial tunnel without Lisia - without even noticing. Zolgear captured sheera-blood from a place that was not its own residence. With that in
mind, there would likely be a chance he could get going. But Sheera didn't try to run away – why?  Though the observer was dismissed, Zolgear didn't give up on Mio... therefore he asserts to be taken by Zolgear and dwell there. Because Zolgear's strong obsession with Mio was dangerous, he stayed there because he
considered what might happen if Mio was captured. It was very likely that not all of this was Sheera's own decision, and that Ramsas was also involved. In any case... Lisia-San was as conscious of targeting Sheera-San. That's why she instructed Maria to focus on her mission. So - because he remained faithful to his
master, he would not have done so without Ramsas' permission. Therefore, it was a concrete fact that Ramsas knew that. Yes. Everything was for mio's sake - you thought about everything to protect it. But with a clear voice, Basara said however, as I had mentioned earlier, we had defeated Zolgear, and it caused the
attention of both Moderate fractions and the current faction of the Lord Demon gathered on Mio. In order to prevent Mio from becoming a breakthrough in politics in the Demon Realm, the fastest way to cause his value to decrease was to extract the power of the former Demon Lord from his only daughter. And that's why
you tried to extract this power from Mio. Certainly, it was an inevitable decision. There was a possibility that taking this trump map out of Mio would cause it to lose all magic powers, but you didn't mind... as a living christian, Mio would be free to live as an ordinary girl, and he also made us around him, who defeated
Therefore you thought the risk to those trying to target her would decrease because she would just be an ordinary girl. At any rate As leader of the Moderate Faction, it appeared as if you continued to look at Mio's existence. From the perspective of other factions, a Mio who lost his power would no longer be valued as a
hostage against Moderate factions. That's why you wanted to extract that power from Mio, left it to us, and then try to deal with the problems of the Demon Realm in mind. However, before this could happen, the faction of the Lord's Demon now attacked us with their minds, and as a result, we had to be towed before
them. But Basara still continues then the question arriving... That is the distribution with which you appear in the Moderate Faction, and the cold attitude that you appear towards Mio. Suppose we go with my theory that you were an older brother who picked up the death of your younger brother, Wilbert, and that you were



a ton of the thought on Mio. If it was the case, then there was no reason for you to come out of your way to opposite Klaus-San and the others. It was Wilbert's wish that he didn't want Mio to get involved, and you were simply carrying this on. Then... Don't you think these contradictions arise because your theory is
correct? Finally, Ramsas opened its mouth. His statement was a sound discussion. However—I don't think so. That Basara felt confident in herself even as she continued. That was because I was watching when you goalkeeper and protect Mio from Chaos. The expression on your face when you sleep made it into your
arms after he lost the awareness of using Wilbert's power showed that you really care about Mio... which is the truth and deny. Basara continues to declare with a firm tone therefore I thought like this. The reason why you continued to show a cold attitude towards Mio was because there were some kind of circumstances
that gave you no choice. Going into the assumption that Ramsas was considerally thought about Mio, he ran beyond that possibility. -- For the sake of that, Basara came here. Ramsas appeared before the moderate faction - but what about the events that were sweating before that? After extensive reasoning, the
conclusion came from what was—Moderate factions boasted the greatest power of the Demon at the time. Basara began speaking at a low tone, so as to stunt the excitement in her voice while she was gradually approaching the truth. However, rather than agreeing with the idea of Wilbert's late desire for peace, I heard
that the majority of people were attracted by his charismatic as the man described to be the Lord's strongest Demon ... the sdio of Moderate Faction boasted of great power to worship their own kings, and in seeking peace after the war, the voices calling for uniting the Demon grew stronger, isn't that right? Klaus was a
good example that Wilbert's natural disciple showed he was in terrifying reality. Even after his death, his reputation had such influence. When he took the throat of The Lord Demon, the charismatic that everyone felt from Wilbert was unprecedented, and he was far from what he was now. However, this was the opposite
of the name and value of 'Moderate Faction', as it was essentially dominance by force. This kind of self-perception – just wasn't different from the advice. Although his desire for peace was greater than anyone else, it was ironic that his charismatic nature as the Lord Demon was the source of his torment. — For Wilbert, it
would be a more painful situation than anything else. Those who respect him ask him to take the council seat for becoming the leader who could dominate the Demon Realm. Day by day, his control of the situation began to slide away and spiral out of control. So the Lord's strong Demon began to think about how he
would regain his moderate ideal faction, and how to bring true peace to the Real Demon so that he would be free from the control and influence of the council. The answer that King Wilbert arrived in order to stop the moderate faction from spiralling out of control was – for himself to disappear. But in case of an emergency,
he always wanted to be able to protect moderate factions. Regardless of how they became, they were always an important existence that Wilbert wanted to protect. In order for the demise of the Lord's most Demon to be convincing, and in order to remain a deterentant against other factions, you wanted to avoid
something like being killed and undo by someone. However, making it seem an accident was also difficult. If King died in an accident, then the cause of that would well be investigation. Given these circumstances, there were the least risk of death by disease. However, there were still other things to consider. There was
in fact something more important to Wilbert. She was however – she also wanted her to avoid anything that would put a burden on her own daughter Mio as much as possible. Then Basara looked straight at Ramsas' eyes. He sends Mio to the real humane along with his subordinates who would act as foster parents,
while observing his growth at the Hand of Demon Realm. When the opportunity arise, it was false to his own death by disease – and then up with a plan to return as a different existence. After a pause He wanted to see how moderate faction would change as a result of the death of a great spirit, and see if the thirst and
ambitions would spiral out of control. He wanted to identify how the council would - everything was for the sake of this. Part 3 [editor] The Danger of Basara...? In response to Sheera's words of counseling, Nonaka Yuki was founded. Yuki's response to the words doubted the other girls also shared. During this series of
fights against the current Demon Lord faced, Basara-kun's success was something wonderful. As he said that, the big sucubus and a teenage appearance began to elaborate. During the Battle of Wildart City, he repeated Gardo, who is known as a hero throughout the Demon Realm, and in the decisive battle of Lundvall,
he could demonstrate that he was even likely to win the match against Demon Lord Leohart. Well, something got in the way of this fight, but ... Though so. He played an important role in repeating the high-level spirit sent by the Council of Wildart, and also the Demon God Chaos of Lundvall. Sheera said. In other words,
it's not a good thing that Basara-San has become too consequent? In the future, there is a possibility that the Basara-sama's existence will be regarded as dangerous, and can targeted...? When asked that by Maria and Zest, Sheera shook her head as she said 'no'. Basara-kun's actions have certainly been outstanding,
and I can't say that there's no one who sees him as a threat... but likewise, moderate the faction and the current Demon of the Lord will begin negotiations for peace. If a treaty is established, then the difference in combat strength compared to other factions will be greater than ever. Nobody will be able to be careful to
make a move anymore. That's why. For that purpose, Ramsus and Leyohart are trying to form an insurance. Their intentions will cause misleading and all other hostile forces and tensions of their forces. It will disadvantage Demon Sulfur of all the pills in conflict in one sword. Sheera continues to that end, it is convenient
for the people who have fought in this decisive battle to leave... but this isn't exactly a bad thing for you girls. After all, you ladies came to this world in the first place to stop Mio-chan from being used in the politics of the Demon Realm – this also prevents all of you from getting caught up in it as well. ...... Yes. Mio was not
accompanied by the word of God that he represented the feelings of everyone else present. In terms of Yuki's personal feelings, he had a feeling that... if Basara's accomplishments were recognized.... It was because it ended the war between the two major powers of the wrong race – which meant that it had changed the
story of the Demon Realm. It was like a great accomplishment, and it was something that even Jin could not do. If &gt; looked favorably on this, it was possible that even &lt;village&gt;Basara's expatriates would withdraw. ... But there was also &lt;/Village&gt;The possibility of not thinking about the act of conflict between
&lt;village&gt;evil spirits. If one had stopped considering the situation, it was possible that the power of evil spirits would be denied if left alone, and Basara – what he and the others could have been unrustable for the hero clan. In this sense, what Sheera said occurred was a persuasion degree with Yuki and the others.
Regardless of whether it was considered from the perspective of the wrong race or the hero circuit, it would be best to avoid drawing that level of attention so as to avoid being targeted. ... Moreover, it was unfortunate that more problems could likely occur when the incident garner attention. Sheera has stated the reason
more than anything – let alone the Demon Realm, it will be better if the hero clan doesn't find out about Basara-kun using the power of gravity, the same power that Mio-Chan inherits from Wilbert, right? Sheera's words brought enough weight to at least silence everyone who was present. ... Judged by your expression, it
seems you all already know. Basara-kun has the Saphire-Chan – the blood of Wilbert's youngest sister. As if to confirm Sheera's statement, there was one person who immediately responded. It was Zest. Yes... last night, we heard about it from Basara-Sama. Whilst Henry Zest reminded what happened at that time
when Basara demonstrated his power during the decisive battle against the Tide of Demon Lord faction. Though Zest and the others admire Basara so much, they couldn't ignore that. So after the decisive battle – when they got back to Wildart and had an opportunity to do so, Zest and others asked Basara about it. Why
could Basara manipulate the power of gravity? Prior to asked Basara about it, they speculated that there was a possibility that The Handmaid's Master-Handmaid's deal between him and Mio was involved. It was possible to increase each party's power by deepening the bond between the master and the servant and the
Master-Handmaid's agreement. The increase in power was proportional to the Master-Handmaid's relationship strength, and domestic quantity has had a great wealth. Therefore some bad demons have forged The Master-Handmaid's Agreement with a large number of servants. And at the guest house in Lundvall, the
relationship between Basara and Mio has evolved even further as a result of the directing act that they do in order to deepen the Master-Servant bond. After Zest and the others reached their limit, Mio alone regained consciousness, and that when he was supposedly experiencing fun and climax along with Basara all the
way until dawn. ... But ,&lt;/Village&gt; When they left Wildart before the decisive battle, Sheera noted that Mio was one of the middle three of them with the lowest level of fighting.For Basara in terms of the Master-Handmaid's contract. So because the Master-Handmaid's relationship between the owner and the servant
had deepened so incredibly, it seemed like mio was under his control, became unable to use Basara as the owner. ... It was the possibility to come with them. But the truth was entirely different. The reason why Zest and the others asked Basara this question was because he heard about Jin about his own birth just prior
to lundvall party... what was when he first learned about his mother's identity. Then Zest and the others came to understand this well. Basara's secret - his mother was the former sister of Demon Demon Lord Wilbert. — Basara had the blood racing the wrong race. This reality naturally gave Zest and the others a bigger
surprise. So although Zest and Maria were shocked, they seemed unable to accept the truth immediately. It was because Zest had already secured his firm's natural cause from its owner. That also seemed to be the case for Maria who was born and raised as a devil, as she did not appear shaken by her at all. ...
However, that was not the case for the remaining three who were composed of Mio, Yuki and Kurumi. Especially for Yuki and Kurumi who came from the hero clan, it was hard for them to accept the fact that Basara had blood flow in his veins. Yuki had already decided to follow Basara no matter what just like Zest, so she
seemed to be able to calm her emotions down somehow, but it was clear to see that Kurumi was remarkably upset. That was only to be expected. Kurumi was still under order &gt; monitoring on Basara and other ones, and in the worst case if problems arise, he received orders for &lt;village&gt;to cast Basara and other
ones. This information that was detrimental to Basara and others was not something that it could keep secret from &lt;village&gt;&gt;. Trying to hide this information would be equivalent to betrayed &gt;, and that means &lt;Village&gt;Kurumi's parents and Yuki's would not be left alone. Because of this, Kurumi finally
began to cry as he gradually grew confused about what to do in this situation. And, others who were even more back than Kurumi in a sense by this were Mio. He was raised as a man, but his foster parents suddenly killed one day and was also informed that he was the daughter of the former Demon Lord – the fact that
he wasn't someone who had completely replaced Mio's life until that point. It was a terrible shock to him. — but even after Basara found out everything, he still accepted Mio as part of his family. Though he found out about his identity as the daughter of the former Lord Demon, he still accepted it ... Mio, Basara's
existence was inner grace. He won &lt;/village&gt;&lt;/village&gt;&lt;/village&gt;A Master-Handmaid's deal with Basara, the distance between them shrunk as bond between them reinforces, but the fact that it has been a different race in but it must be suffering much mio for a long time. But after he finally managed to
overcome that, they said that Basara actually had bad blood in his veins. ... It was only natural that his emotions would be at disadvantage. It would be a lie if Mio said he wasn't happy to know that Basara was a similar existence to himself. But given her own experience when she received a deep shock that she was the
daughter of former Demon Lord, she also knew how pain she had to be for Basara di Yuki and Kurumi on her. It would be selfish for him to rejoice. However, after seeing Kurumi crying earlier, he couldn't curtail his own emotions, and Mio started water flowing as well – and so everyone slowly embraced Mio and Kurumi.
They all escorted two girls to cry in the room, where Zest, Maria and Yuki all helped the girls take their clothes off on top of the bed - Basara then comfort them once again. Just like the night that they shared together at Lundvall... everyone was pressing their skin together to keep their body temperature lined up, and
showed each other whatever they were, nothing would change, and it wasn't necessary to change anything. After confirming everyone's ties, Mio and Kurumi seemed to be able to calm the upside down. Of course, even if emotions were solved down, the problems that could potentially occur with the hero clan were still
&lt;village&gt; resolved. Therefore, as for this question, I would believe everyone should think about it again after returning to the other side. but I think I should amend. Sheera's response seemed to indicate that she had another concern that she wanted to voice. Is there anything else...? Zest and the others watched him
in waiting for a response. It's no wonder that you don't seem to understand... After all, we all have special feelings for Basara-kun. So even if you worry a lot when it does something disabled, you all feel fun when it fights for the sake of you. All he does is for your sake. Sheera sighed when she revealed a troubled smile,
whilst her eyes were trapped as they came shed with a depressed meeting.  But – if these action rkles continue, then Basara-kun will lose her life one day. Part 4 [editor] All of them froze in response to Sheera's words. —Nonaka Kurumi shake as if in response to a cold hand grip on her heart. Kurumi was not the only
one. The face of the other four people has also been turned dissolving. In such a place I know that you girls are not stupid. Surely, you've got to know in it bit by bit, and even start to feel scared. the nature of Basara-kun, &lt;/Village&gt;Sister. Then Sheera began speaking with a quiet voice, while keeping her strict
expression. The outcome of a fight is greatly influenced by the circumstances and even chance at the moment. It is not simply something that can be determined based on strength alone... but even so, Gardo and Leyohart have opponents that Basara-Kun would normally not stand a chance against. However, if he sees
it necessary, he's looking for a way to accomplish it, and find an advanced path against all odds. After he said that, Sheera shook deeply. And as if she was reminded about something, she moved her galaxy down towards the earth in Old Forest. If you consider &gt;&lt;Banishing shift=&gt;its ability... it eliminates the root
of a target in existence, [Origin]. It is not something that an ordinary person could do, and even for us, all we can do is bear testimony of Him. There's no one among the Hero Clans who can possibly mimic him.......... In response to Sheera's words, the silence of Kurumi and Yuki served as assertion. It's probably an ability
to the special blood that flows through it... and precisely because he has such a unique ability, he will do anything to protect the precious contents of him, no matter how hard it is. By choosing such a path, he exposes his own life for danger. Most likely because of the pot that she experienced when she was young, it was
a strong feeling of rejection against losing something that is precious to her... no, I guess it's a scary sense. That's why he was able to fight these despairs, and so far that worked well for him. You can say that Luck was on his side. However, Sheera's tone shifted strongly while speaking her next words. - Next time
around, it may not necessarily be secure. His statement was almost like an oracle. This ... Kurumi immediately tried to restore. It was obviously something that he wanted to refute. I definitely won't allow something like that to happen – but before it could respond despite that's bad, there's still another problem... Sheera
travelled another one of her concerns. If anything happened to you girls people she keeps so early of herself... Basara-kun will surely not be able to forgive herself. And with a ton of confidence, he continued and so... eventually, Basara-kun won't be the same as it is now. I saw someone embrace all these costly things
around them, and then the language of his loss ... he changed as the feeling of hateful and regret made at his heart, but nothing could truly accomplish it. I'm sure you ladies could all understand and imagine what might happen if you lost Basara-kun due to a lack of strength. And what was said ... The silence that rises
from Kurumi and the others has been long and heavy. And then Pa &lt;/Banishing&gt;way, that person that 'changes'... I think everyone on the side of Kurumi-Chan would know it.eh...? Whilst Kurumi left a surprise gas, everyone else aside from watching it with each other. It can't, then—... It was finally dawn in Maria.
Then Sheera spoke the name of this man. That's right – Zolgear.  Naruse Maria was stranded on hearing the man's name from his mother's mouth.  He was an abominable foe that he could not forget. ... This man ... He pronunceed in unbelief as a reaction to the unexpected mention of that name. I guess that's a natural
reaction, not her... but Zolgear did not always like that from the beginning. With a wry smile, Sheera continued He was a wonderful guy a long time ago... but after the loss of the woman he adelived more than anything, he changed. In a desperate effort to bring him back to life, he examined all kinds of literature before on
this subject and tested a variety of forbidden spells. Sheera suddenly directed her eyes to the empty sky. His gaze seemed to have stood in something far away, as if he was recalling about the past. He recounts a number of injuries and cursings along the way, but so far, he never stops. Even when her appearance
became ugly, she simply continued to seek strength ... and so, he finally reached the unprecedented pinnacle in the form of magical life in the Real Demon. Sheera said with one of his creations, Zest-chan - your land. ............... Standing beside Zest who was silent in the face of this revelation of the truth, Naruse Maria
reminded something. ... Then could that be ...? What became of Maria's mind was something that happened when Sheera was still held captive. Maria snuck into Zolgear's room whilst she was absent from her in order to search for any suggestion that might lead to the locations of Sheera, and found an old image
projection that appears to show Zest. It wasn't Zest, but a woman who was prominent in Zolgear, as Sheera mentioned. But no matter how successful it was, it was simply impossible for him to bring the words back to life... and thus, when he realized that which was lost should never be returned again, he could find no
more worth. So when he gave up on everything, he created a playdog at the Demon where he drowned himself in constant pleasure. Sheera continues I don't understand even now... he became an incarnation of envy, but perhaps he didn't put a hand on Zest-Chan because it was the last strand of conscience that stayed
in it. Despite the different existence that has shared the same appearances, it might be thought she was ready to touch the woman who was once important to her since she had already become so corrupted. Whilst Sheera continues to speak a distant expression of his eyes, everyone who did not know about the past
maintained a heavy silence. ...... It doesn't matter, such a thing. One of the girls said John grabbed Zest's hand. It was Kurumi. He could only say that because he was the only person who had no direct contact with Zolgear. Whatever the circumstances of his passing were, he did not give him the right to treat Zest evil,
nor did he excuse him from killing Mio's parents... this story about those who control zest is all over now. There's absolutely no need to worry about it now.kurumi-san... Zest widened his eyes to the surprise of Kurumi's tone resolution. That's right. Speaking of past this guy is just me being sentimental. For you girls,
Zolgear was nothing more than a nuisance. That is all. Sheera continued Zest... you should think of the existence that poured love into you, and loving them. Because this is our happiness. Yes... is okay, sheera-sama. Zest responded with a ton of farms. As I am now – I'm already part of Basara-Sama. That's fine. It's
just that... if it loses any of us, remember that there is a possibility that Basara-kun can turn out like Zolgear. It's fine... that will never happen to Basara. Yuki responded with a firm tone, but Sheera spoke back with an unpleasant expression on her face.Ara... so what is this? The master-handmaid's master deals that you
girls have with her now and the things that Zolgear has done for her girls are not so different in my eyes. After Sheera said this—... Please don't try to compare Basara to this man. Mio said with an earthquake voice. Mio-Sama... Maria couldn't help but complain to her name. Meanwhile, her pierced glitter - Mio stars
directly in Sheera as she bit her mouth. Part 5 [editor] Naruse Mio could not endure it anymore. It was only natural. The relationship between Basara and the girls wasn't the same as the relationship that Zolgear had with his woman... Sheera's words were an immense insult Mio. Though he did various things for them,
and had to be Sheera a debt of gratitude, it was still not acceptable to him. However, the sucubus with a young smile appearance as he said you will only say that as one of the girls in love with Basara-kun ... and those feelings in your hands probably won't change even if Basara-kun has changed somehow. Sheera
continued to be someone who does not know what circumstances you will never be able to understand your relationship. Moreover, if it's for the sake of you girls, Basara-kun wouldn't hesitate to dirty her hand if it means choosing what's best for you. He collaborated with Lars in secret, even if there was a possibility that
he would be a hater because that was necessary to we are all in. They stuck together to eradicate Zolgear, and in order to increase the number of four sleeves he raised during the last fight, he asked me to prepare a dangerous drug for him. Then Basara-Kun is able to make and follow in decisions that ordinary people
would consider to be terrified. For example, Mio-chan... What do your friends at the school think if you told them that you submit to Basara-kun with pleasure, and that Basara-kun secretaries kill hostile people? You understand? If you tell them about your relationship with Basara-Kun, will they watch it favorably? This ...
Mio became lost for words as his expression turned sparse. Reveal the truths of their relationship and identity to his friends at school - like Aikawa and Sakaki. It was not something that he would tell them if there was no need. It was because of ordinary people who didn't know about the hidden side of the world involving
bad worlds, heroes, and the likes. The question Sheera asked was terriblely cruel. ... there you go. Even in the midst of evil spirits, there were some who lacked power to fight. From the perspective of these existences, the relations of Mio and others have been uninformed. There were many people who wish to have a
Special Master-Handmaid's Deal like Mio and the other girls. Mio himself wouldn't recommend it to anyone else. Initially, he even wanted to drop himself out of it.—however, the current Mio did not want to break that Master-Handmaid's Deal with Basara. That's probably also the case for Yuki. Even though it was a
relationship that could not be made public, this Met-Servant contract was an irretlasable link to now. But this was not the kind of relationship that they could talk about with just anyone.... Mio could not tell his friends, while Yuki and Kurumi could not allow this to be known to the Hero clan. Though Maria and Zest were
probably fine, it was due to Mio and the others that rumours that enthusiastically the family spread to the Moderate faction. So if anyone coming from the outside didn't know about the circumstances around the Master-Handmaid's deal in Mio and the others, or the relationship between Basara and the girls, it would
appear as if there wasn't a bigger difference in the relationships that they had with the relationship that Zolgear had with his woman. ... No.... Mio felt as if his vision became flames. It was likely that if Basara asked to serve him as Zolgear asked his woman, they all would respond in kind. — They all loved Basara. They
would do anything for him until he asked for him. So they all did everything until now for Basara without being understood. But - meaning the converse was also true. If Basara deemed it necessary, they would not mind he acted more like Zolgear. Sheera pointed out her worry about the possibility that Basara might
become like that, but Mio and the others did not want to accept her because of their love and confidence for Basara. After fully understanding Sheera'——— sheera ——— Mio and the others couldn't do anything but stand there, frozen on the spot. It was right at that time— Hey hey, you loli mom sucubus — not fearing
them even young ones so much. With a wry smile, they project a voice that projects behind them. It was a man Who Mio and the others were all familiar with them, and so they all turned around quickly— Jin-san... Almost without achieving himself, Mio called out the name of the man who now stood in front of them. As the
father of Basara, he was the man who was once known as the God of War - the name of the strongest hero. Part 6 [Edit] Tojou Basara continued with his dedicated thought process as each of his inference became more certain. ......... He continued to remind himself of thinking deeper. As Ramsas stood in front of him,
he thought about his father Jin and Sheera, and what they would think of what kind of thing they would do. — That would be hard to cover up the death of a man who held the highest position. That was even more so for an existence like Wilbert. ... It was even more difficult than these to come back as a different
existence. After all, the subordinates of Wilbert would know him better than anyone else. Moreover, simply coming back would have been senseless. It was a necessary for him to take a stance that would allow him to influence policies and secretaries to lead Moderate factions at the same time. If that wasn't the case,
then it would not be able to satisfy the will of the supposedly deceased Wilbert person. ... That's why Wilbert created an older fixing brother called Ramsas and chose to play that role. Indeed — Ramsas was Wilbert. Based on this assumption, Basara then began to reflect on what her goal could be. ... In addition to
changing our appearance, we were able to change our spiritual signature and magical power by giving Mio the majority of our own power as well. Even if the attributes of your power wouldn't change because of that, it actually worked in your favor. Because you returned as an immediate family member to the most
Demon Lord, that made it easy for you to become the political center. With that, Nobody Basara could derive the truth by tracing everything backward. You also had several layers of insurance that could be used for Mio in the human realm, so it was like hitting two birds with one rock for you... however, for this plan
succeeded, it was necessary for you to get the assistance of co-operators that would help make sure that remained a secret. They also had to be people with a big say in moderate faction. And he who was in doubt was no longer in doubt. Most likely... Sheera-San has been cooperating with you from far earlier than just
the incident with Zolgear. Maybe the first step in your plan – no, maybe even before that. The relationship between Sheera and Wilbert was like those of Equals. It wouldn't have been unusual if Wilbert asks for his opinion as he grieves about the state of the moderate faction and the future of the Demon Realm. ...
Moreover. Basara turned his gases towards the other - towards Lucia. This is where I've been stuck for a long time... Wilbert had a lot of charisma. If it's true, it's weird how Lucia-Blood is attached to you despite her serious nature. Under normal circumstances, one would normally think he would associate more with
Klaus-Adams and the others, given that they were near Wilbert. However, it was an entirely different story if it was considered Wilbert himself. Moreover, Lucia respected his mother more than Maria. If he had heard about the plan of these two and was asked to help in it, then that would explain the current situation of how
Lisi was now attached to Ramsas as his help. So – there's probably one more, another one that was a collaborator. At the end of the Great War, a man who was a member of the Clan Hero clan was tied to Wilbert's youngest sister. ... My old man. The reason why Jin and Faction moderate – Basara now understands why
he visited Ramsas. Between Jin, Ramsas and Sheera, there seems to be some kind of a link between those who fought in the past the Great War as enemies. Rather than the feeling that they were jailed arms or rivals, it felt more like they were companions who all share a common secret. — Why not? As Basara tried
deeply into the origins of this truth, it seemed like a delicate issue for Clan of Heroes, and one that could potentially develop into a serious issue. Then - Wilbert was also worried about sealing the Mio as a newborn baby. Father and you became brother-in-law, and you had the same problem - so ...- It wasn't surprising
then that the two of them joined forces for the sake of their own children. After successfully disguising King Wilbert's death, the collapse of the moderate faction went according to thy will. But not everything went as you planned, and freak events happened. In other words the Council made Leohart the New Demon of the
Lord. Without you at the top of moderate factions, Ramsas, the moderate faction was suppressed, and there was nothing that could have been done against the current demon of the Lord faction aligned with the council. Reality began to deviate from the original plan. Basara continues Todd Leohart owns the immense
karisma the Lord's current faction has expanded their influence. But even with Leohart, your shadow as the former Demon Lord still remains lit, and it remains a crappy unification of the Real Demon. It was such that they couldn't ignore Mio who inherited your power anymore. Everything after that was already known. In
order to get his hands on Mio, Zolgear deployed to kill Mio's adoptive parents, after which Maria came to rescue him - and six months later, Basara met them. ... That was exactly what happened. He recalled the sequence of events. She began living alongside Mio and Maria, after being kicked off once when the girls
revealed their identity to her - when Basara asked Jin about the phone on when she discovered that they had demonstrated, Jin responded that she knew from the very beginning. The meaning behind those words could finally be understood now. —The encounter between Always Basara and Naruse Mio was long
decided. By rumining his thoughts out loud, everything was finally clear to him now. Basara felt a certain sense of progress in knowing that he was finally caught up with the situation....... After talking about all the tensions of dream things, are you finished now? Ramsas said with a low voice. Even after hearing the theory
of Basara's mouth, there was no lighter change in her stoic expression. Well, I guess so. Basara presented the possibility of 'the truth'. However, it was still just 'speculation' without any evidence. Even if what Basara said was the truth, Ramsas wouldn't recognize it. And unless Ramsas himself acknowledges it, Lucia
would not recognize him either since he was his adjggreged. Even if he asked Jin or Sheera directly, he unanimizing that they would reveal the truth. so what. Plans were put in motion because Wilbert disappeared from the light. If it was made known that Wilbert was still alive, then the Demon Serm would once again be
overshadowed by the great influence of the Lord Demon. It was exactly why the plan was made in secret. The truth of Wilbert's death should remain hidden for eternity. If Basara were forced to acknowledge that secret, it would be synonymous for giving up on trampling parental love that started the whole affair. Therefore
yes... everything was just a face to my imagination, a practical story for me. I don't intend to speak to Mio and the others without permission. The story ends there. After Basara revealed a wry smile at his last almost time for me to departure. Thank you for all the trouble. It slightly lowered towards Ramsas, and then Lucia-
san... Sheera-San said she would prepare a spatial tunnels for Mio and the others in Oldora Forest to go earlier. Yes, I understand – come with me. Lucia nodded in the in this, and began walking towards the desert from the balcony. Basara followed after him, but stood by the time he got to the staircase. And then it
rotated. ——— Ramsas had already turned his back to them, and he looked on the city once again. But also turned it back towards them, Basara said in the end ... even if everything that I just said is a fantasy story or dream, it doesn't change the fact that you're still Mio's uncle. So please come and visit us anytime. I
think it will also be difficult the peace negotiations with the current faction of lamon the Lord is ongoing, and there are also various other things that make it difficult... but it can happen when all these political problems come to an end. Basara Chambers promised. Until that time, it's now our turn to protect you – just like
you've protected us so far. He said that because these feelings were definitely mutual. Part 7 [editor] ... Geez, and here I wondered what you've all been talking about with such a heavy atmosphere. Ahead of Mio and the others, Jin spoke as if he had left a sigh. I'm grateful that you're worrying about Basara, but it's
necessary to push all this on the girls. A short distance away from him stood the boy Fio, that Jin was saved from the current faction of the Lord's life, and he was brought to Wildart. Sheera glance at Jin as she told Ara, she doesn't totally point though. Sheera revealed a thin smile when she continued it was because my
Maria-Song is in basara-kun's meal. I must have the right to worry as a parent. um, Sheera-san... it's not like that. In response to the words that came out of Cheera's mouth, Mio muffled her voice as her face turned out to be a deep red shade. Kurumi's face was also red, though that wasn't quite the case with Maria, Zest
or Yuki. Although there was a difference between how they expressed themselves like smile or fidgeting, it was clear that they seemed to be happy about it. W-Wait...! Mio raised his voice alive anticipation. Indeed, Mio also seemed to agree that their relationship had won incorrectly, just like Sheera said. But even that, it
was a completely different question to recognize such a reality in front of Basara's father Jin. The present situation turned out to be one in which Mio and Kurumi seemed to hold some kind of majority among the group, which was somewhat unusual. Then, after watching Mio and the others, Jin seemed to become
convinced as he said ... Hey Sheera, I'm glad that my son is popular. After hearing this, Sheera slept as she said you will always be glad ... Are you worried? When asked in return, Jin simply suffered his shoulder. It's not as if I don't worry about it... after all, it is one of my responsibilities as a worried father my son. He
said with a grin. But with Basara – don't underestimate my son, Sheera. That's nothing, I don't plan to do that. Sheera continues unlike you, Basara is strangely too serious... because because of the sake of these girls, it might be crossing a line so she wouldn't absolutely. After a short pause, she continued one day, what
if she becomes an invalid person for these girls? Is there not a possibility that he will try to distance himself from them? ——!? Mio's moment held his breath. He couldn't imagine himself trying to distance himself from Basara, and knew it was an absolute fact that Basara would never abandon Mio or the others either. ...
there you go. It was a different story if it was for the sake of mio and the others. Just as everyone else seemed to take aback as well... Hey comes on... why are you all dizzy? Jin said with a painful smile. I would be relieved as a father if you could say 'we will not let this happen 'straight'. Despite his frisky tone, his words
brought his true intentions with them. ... Jin-San is right. Mio bit her mouth. He could not deny the risk that Sheera had spoken of. However, it was possible to avoid something like this. Everything depends on the strength of Mio and others'. — Maybe this was what Sheera was trying to prepare Mio and the others for just
then. As Basara has helped Mio and the others so far, he has now turned to look for a way to help him without giving up. Previously – Mio and Yuki heard from Takigawa that their role was 'becoming strong enough to be able to kill Basara in case of an emergency'. This was another way that they could prepare them. ...
there you go. Mio and the others would definitely never choose an option like that. Basara has helped Mio and the others a number of countless times up to now. When they felt pain, and he felt suffering, he stayed beside them during those difficult times. Just as Sheera said, they definitely wouldn't let someone like her
alone die. ... That's right. Mio and the others would never let go of their costly Basara. I'm going to become stronger – that was what Naruse Mio had his mind done. The fight against the current Demon of the Lord solves the problems of evil spirits for now. However, in order to stay beside Basara from now on, and that
they did not lose it, it was more necessary now than ever before to have an unwavering and strong will. It was what they had to find. They had to be strong for his sake. Because. It was because they were households of Basara. Everyone else shared the same feelings like Mio, and all of them raised their faces while
cutting off the weaknesses that they showed. Well – can I leave everything to you? Jin faced the direction for them with a reassuring smile. That's ———— and the others answered him with an eye full of a firm. It was their answer. When Jin saw that ... What do you think, Sheera? He asked the psychub with a teenage
appearance around him. Then well... I think these expressions are ringed for a brand that passes. Sheera said with a calm demeanour. Sorry says these things threaten you. It's just that the feelings that you have now will be necessary when things really get tough – please don't forget that. In response to that, Mio and
the others did not announce in unison also keep their voices in sync. With a ton of certainty - they said 'yes'.  for sure. Now... I guess it's time for me to go soon. Jin said as he exalted deep breath. As for the meaning of that Jin-blood, you don't come together with us...? When Yuki asked, Jin replied yes. In fact, I came
here to see my wife, but I couldn't find it at all. If you ask me, it looks as if it's not in the Demon Realm... Yes, as I've said before, I can't feel Saphire-Chan's presence at all. Sheera said. That said, it's frustrating that I will come back without even a single wheat ... sorry, but let me investigate here a bit more. Besides
fortunately, Fio said he will help me... isn't that right, Fio? When Jin cried with a voice a little louder, Fio approached and said I'm just saying that he can't help. It looked at Jin and continued I had already come this far with you, so my position and my affiliations became more and more complicated... until the discussion
between Leohart-Sama and the Moderate Faction ends, I can understand that it's better if I go somewhere else. Fio sight as Jin gently rubs his head. Seeing this, Mio and the others Thing is, I've already said this Basara ... but I will rely upon you to take care of him. It rotated as he told them, he began walking towards
the other side of the forest alongside Fio. Part 8 [editor] after leaving the balcony and separating from Ramsas, Basara walked through the corridors of the mansion as he followed Lisia. Even in the end, you did not ask anything about Sapfihire-sama – is that okay with you? Whilst Lisi walked before him, he suddenly
stopped and demanded that while he continued to face forwards. So Basara also stopped when he walked beside him. ... Yes. Mum – I've heard about moms from my old man already. He responded to Lisia with a quiet voice. — Having said that, Jin didn't tell Basara much. What he told Basara merely stories about how
they met with each other on the battlefield, and that they trusted as haters at the beginning. Then, after typing one another's nerves, she explained how hard it was for them to live together because of them Position. And as for what kind of woman she was - a very good woman apparently. ... This old man. It was a silent-
tinning story. But that was enough for Basara. Maybe Jin told him everything that had them say now. After all, Jin was the man who chose his wife despite knowing he was an evil spirit. Moreover, whilst the other part is the youngest sister of the Lord Demon, whom he made the decision to marry Jin even though he was
a member of the Hero Clan. She was also the youngest sister of Wilbert who seemed to think of care so deeply about her daughter Mio's. So, as Jin said, he was probably a 'good woman'. Then when Basara also learned he had brought the blood of a devil on it, it was a surprise, but it wasn't particularly shocking. It was
probably because he met Mio, Maria and Zest, and he deepened his ties with them. Instead, when Basara revealed this to them, it was Mio and Kurumi who were visiblely more upset about it. Yuki included, all of them started keeping complex feelings towards the subject, but Basara told them because he wanted them to
understand. And though he was without an unclean spirit, and nothing would have changed. Things like race or birth didn't matter. For Basara Chambers, these girls have irreplaceable existence. ... Well, thanks to Maria's scheme, she taught them all about the top of the bed of course. However, even if it seemed like a
selfish action, it wasn't a problem that one could simply run away. And - when Basara told Jin about his feelings for Mio and the others, Jin recognized all of him. He also decided to bring Zest with him back to the other side, and he gained gratitude for living with him. —You can do whatever you love. But – Jin was not
going to return home together with Basara and the others – he chose to stay behind to search for customers on Saphire's side. Basara couldn't possibly stop Jin from doing any of that. Even though they weren't married, Mio and the others were still incredibly important to the Basara people. If Jin had not discovered his
location, he would not return home, and he would keep looking until he found it. For Jin, the woman named Sapfiire was a partner whom he could not go without – it was an important existence. ... Moreover, Basara herself wanted to meet her mother, just so that she could confirm with her own eyes that she was safe.
However, I would like to listen to anything that has gone on to be said... but it's always hard for Ramsas -without them to tell me. Given the position and attitude that he had to hold the sake of the sake of his loved one, it was unfortunate, but it was difficult for Basara to have a good relationship with him. Though time
would eventually solve these problems – at least now, it was impossible. That's why Basara spoke with a smile wri. ...... Indeed, there are reasons. The tone of Lisi's voice became meek. As he looked around Lucia's face, a gentle smile can be seen on his face, a man who seemed rare and from where they went to
Basara. Instead, ... Would you mind if I had talked a bit about Maria? He asked him. About Maria...? When Basara turned to him and repeated the question, Lisi said —Maria and I, we actually have different fathers. Eh...? Lisi had peered at her, and she started talking softly my father died shortly after my mother was born
to me. To begin with, his body wasn't particularly healthy... but my mother had always fallen in love with my father, and she gave me birth because they wanted a child together. ...... So what is this? It was a unfortunate story. But Lisi's father knew that he didn't have time to live, and even for Sheera as one of those who
loved him, the existence of Lisi was like saliva. Even though they said farwell because of her death - they were still together in their daughter Lucia. My mother has been all alone since then... after Majesty Wilbert's wife Ashe-Sama was born Mio, he died shortly afterwards. My mother went to Her Wilbert Majesty so that
she could consult her on how to raise Mio-sama to the real human, but—Lisi had paused before continuing. —Just once, they had a relationship with each other. Cheera-blood made? With King Wilbert? Surprise could discover Basara's voice by hearing this revelation. As people who were both losing their loved ones,
they were able to build a relationship with each other as equal comrades... there was to be one species in their hearts that could only be filled with each other. However, when Mom found out that she was pregnant with Maria, she seemed really happy. She wanted another child, and that meant that Mio-sama, who had no
siblings and sisters now acquired an existence that welcomed a younger sister. Lucia continues just as Wilbert-Sama decides to pass his power over Mitoo-sama... when my mother approached Maria, she gave that child most of her power. The majority of its power ... there is no way, so the sheera-san lifestyle is... In
response to Basara,Lucia nodded as she said yes. But none of this has ever said Maria ... he had only heard of Zolgear that his mother had become like that because he had children. What is... why don't you tell Maria the truth! The only reason Maria gave in Zolgear's intimidation and chose to obey her order was
because Sheera was an important family member to her. Maria felt guilty because she blamed herself for taking Sheera's power when it was made for her. Even in the case of Zolgear, weren't you wearing protected Mio as a higher priority than Maria's feelings? At the very least, you should talk him about the truth behind
San Sheera-San It was something that should be done. Don't know how much he blamed himself and suffered ... as his family members, you have to understand what's more there. It sounded like Basara put the blam on Lucia. Maybe it was because Maria was the greatest sacrifice of all of the plans that Wilbert and the
others put in motion. While thinking of Maria's feelings, she couldn't help but relax with indignation. Then... yeah i do. Lisi made a bitter expression as he said so. His eyes were also roughly sorry. I was thinking of the same thing as you, Basara-dono... I told my mom to tell her the truth for a long time now. But my mother
has always refused. Why would Sheera-blood...? Basara saw how they found out Sheera was her two daughters Maria and Lisi. So this was hard for Basara to believe. My mom was once a renowned sucubuss in the Demon Realm... but because of the nature of the mother, he did make many enemies in days of old.
Lisia continued if they found that there was a child inherited the great power of his mother, he would definitely be targeted... This ... The danger that Lisi mentioned was understandable. It was just like how Wilbert chose to distance himself from his child after giving up his power and chose to increase it to the human
spermicide. Although he gave Mio the power to protect himself, there was no point in increasing risk of being targeted. Moreover, she is also a child of her Majesty Wilbert... if this were ever investigated and the truth became public, it could see it as a political tool even greater value than Mio. My mother wanted to avoid
such a situation. Therefore – they could not tell him the truth. Even if it was meant that Maria would suffer because of this decision. However after she went through that incident with Zolgear – this girl showed a really bright smile when she was reunited with all of you. I'm grateful to you all. After saying all these things,
Lisiya looked up to Basara and made a deep bow. Basara-dono, please - continue to take care of Maria from now on. Rather than ask Basara, it seemed more like she started him doing so. Having inherited her mother's power as well as the blood of her Majesty Wilbert, the potential true girl is obviously even greater than
her mother... I think she'll wake up to that power when it comes to topletman accepting her own existence. Lucia continues If you can do that come true, Basara-dono, then please ... Please guide this child. It was what Sheera and Licia originally should do – no, it was what they wanted to do. But Lisi got there now that he
wanted to outfit that Basara. So – Basara accepted these feelings from Lisi. ...... I understand. But when he wakes up his true power, I can't guarantee anything after that. Basara continues I'll tell Maria that it can be more accepting of itself from now on... like how she is a member of her family to both Sheera-San, Maria
is also an important family member for us. Is that okay? When Basara asked that, Lisiya answered yes, that's enough ... Expressions on Lisi's face when he responded with a no help were ramsas. It was the face of an older gentle sister - who only took care of deeply for her younger sister. Part 9[2] After making this
promise about Maria. The place where Basara and Lisi headed was an exit that went through the back door. In order to return to the secret human realm, Sheera has constructed spatial tunnels giving Oldora Forest to several non-apparent locations. Basara continued down the corridor along with Lisia as they took a road
away on the east side of the building. ——— all of a sudden, Basara has trapped his eyes. It was because he felt a familiar presence in the direction of where they were traveling. Then anyone on the other end acknowledged his presence as well. -- Basara. At the other end of the corridor where the exits of the rear gate
was located - someone called out him as they came along the opposite route coming from the west side of the castle. He was the young man with whom Basara was crossing lamps and, and even cooperating with Lundvall. It was the current Demon of Lord Leohart. It was likely being guided to the mansion by the maid
and guards of moderate factions. Leyohart has broken away the gas of the head wife and comes to this place on his own and left his companion behind. He stopped at the centre of the hallway where the exit was located, preventing any further advance that Basara and Lisiya could do. When they came face to face with
each other ... I didn't think we'd meet up again. I heard that your departure was set for today? As a courtesy of one of those who stopped him, Leohart was the first to open his mouth and ask such a question. Therefore yes... I'm about to join up with Mio and the others so we can return the other side of the dimension
boundary. In return, Basara nodded and asked how they talk and towed brass floating around you? He heard that the meeting was scheduled for today, but it surely wasn't this early in the morning. Of course, Leohart and the others probably had some time to spare. However, Basara had other things to worry about. At a
time like this, and what's more, they come from the rear entrance... Is the speech supposed to be highly confidential? The top-level discussion between the leaders Moderate factions and the current Demon Lord factions should also serve the purpose of acting as a check and balance against other factions. In order to



maximize the influence of this, it would be best to start the visit proudly at the main gate in accordance with regular procedures. The reason this didn't do was because You are taking into consideration the feelings of the people from both faction... Yes... this cease was something that I decided on any previous
preparation. Leohart noded as he continued while it is imperative that swift political decisions are sometimes necessary, and even if we and Moderate faction are willing to resolve the political situation between us despite being at war in the past, it would be cruel to rush the hearts of the people. I considered their feelings,
deciding that it was necessary to give them some time to solve them. Lucien then added It is not a problem for us or the current Demon Lord Faction to announce that we had a meeting, it's simply the form that we allow it to take. It should always be a sufficient influence in other factions. Indeed, indeed... that would be
better. If peace negotiations were carried out also neglect the feelings of the people, that would only result in a peaceful toddlers. If there were many deciding to rebel, then there was a risk that it could extend an internal conflict.  ... I guess with this, I can rest assured. Apparently, it seemed as if Ramsas and Leohart
were sincerely seeking what sets beyond peace, and was not just after a simple peace treaty. Basara felt a wave of relief when she thought about the risk of calm. When Basara looked to Leohart who stood before his eyes once again, he noticed that some changes occurred in a few days between their last encounters
and now. His atmosphere became a little softer, doesn't he? Although she was young, and the waly time that was hanging around her didn't seem to change, she couldn't feel the tension from Leohart that she felt when the face of Lundvall. ... Well, I guess that's how it should be. Having to come here for the intention of
peaceful negotiations, tearing pressure and blood into the air would be crazy and useless. Elected... so this is The Son of Jin David? Out of nowhere - Basara's ear takes a voice. As he sought the source, he saw a young man moving towards them at a time among the group of people Leyohart brought together. —In this
instant, Lisi, who was by her side was holding her breath and tug. He probably couldn't see this young man's movement. The young man completely ignored Lucia as he told aI I heard that you were mostly matched to Leohart, but it sure doesn't seem that way I see you stand He stars in Basara's eyes with blood flicker
and a Belligian smile. They, nii-chan... why don't you show me the technique that you are used to putting this guy on his knees. As he spoke, he accidentally threw out basara. In activation ———— Basara has sorted his eyes. He immediately assessed the strength of the man who stood before him. His strength probably
wasn't far from his mind – besides, there were seven others with a level of power equivalent to those who stood before his eyes. Unfortunately, the actual Moderate faction did not possess the ability to oppose Leohart and all eight of these people at the same time. On the contrary, even though Basara entered into force
with Mio and the others and they all worked together, their chances of winning would be low. Basara had only been able to narrow Leohart in Lundvall because he was lucky. Though he could unleash the same gravity break like he did in that moment right now, Leohart could easily evade him. — but what if that meeting
was just a lift to launch an attack on Moderate Faction? Even if he escaped now, they could become a target again. ... In this case. What could he do to prevent this from happening? He could not allow Leohart to avoid this tinniling, and he alone would have to defeat all eight of those who stood before him. Therefore
——— Basara hastened his thoughts instantly to go to search in a solution. At the same time, a reaction came from the group standing some distance away from them. The seven people on set of young men in all expressions of fear have been revealed. And then—O— ... how interesting. The man who stood before him
grinned once more. They probably noticed what Basara was about doing. Think he already read. But those who had the numeric advantage were unlikely to expect or think too much about defeat. In their eyes, it only seemed as if Basara were trying to do something crippled. But – if one could push through the opening of
their mind to cause an upset and hesitation, then everyone in the group would become confused. To make that happen, the most efficient strategy would be to brutally kill in the first one. So—Stop it, you two. Freak, a cold voice comes out. It was Leohart who stopped them. You sort of, I told you to be quiet if you were
going to come together! The head of the young man involved with Basara was hit with an employee - like an object by a woman. It was one of the seven who were there. Ouch, that hurts ... What are you doing? In response to the young man's complaint, it's called What Hurts is probably that stupid mind! Sorry, this sort of
person said something crude. After the woman who had drawn her staff erupted, she turned back to find the man again the first place, who goes and starts a fight against someone we offered a confidence!? What's wrong with yourself!? No... nothing really, I wasn't the one who decided on the sisefire. Close! Plus, it's not
Leohart, it's her Majesty. Do something about how you address it in public... hurry up and get over here you fool! After saying this, the young man walked on the other side of the other side of the other person. We have only come here today to introduce our new system... we have no intention of fighting. As Leohart said
that, Basara makes a soupi. Then they...? Basara demands without removing its fixed distance from the group of people standing some distance away. Oh— they are the new group that will help me. The young Demon of the Lord answered. In order to elaborate on his explanation of Basara, Leohart continued Since all
of the Council are now dead, we have decided to carry out a restructuring of our political organization and new members... they are [eight General Demon], and up till now, they have led their own armies for each of their respective directions. They are all just as fulfilled as I was in the last War. Leyohart explained that
their situation will not only come to my aid, they will also become new members of parliament representatives. If more than half of the eight people agree to each other, they may increase an objection to any of my decisions, and have the authority to fully defer any of my decisions if all eight of them are in accordance. In
order to prevent the authority of the king from spiralling out of control, huh... Yes... I won't let that become a repeat of what the council did. Leohart noded in response to basara's words. But – it was reassured that they said there was no one more qualified to lead them than Leohart. However, in the event seems that
Leohart became a corrupted one like Belphegor, they would put their judgment on him without mercy. ... Originally, Leohart wanted Balthier his adjutant to act as leader of parliament. — however, Balthier has disappeared ever since this decisive fight. He has also approached Gardo for that role, but he refused to
staunchly, and stated that Leohart should leave that open to the next generation. Leyohart has been regarded as Luka as a candidate since he was also involved in this decisive fight, but Luka's sweet passage has always said he wanted to pursue the research path rather than politics, so Leohart respected that decision,
and he allowed Luka to return to his original place at the academy.  ... And, what about Takigawa? Basara felt worried about it after all. When Basara suddenly asks that As for Lars, it's hard to decide on how to deal with him between us and the Moderate faction. The Agenda For Today including how we will manage his
affiliation and treatment. Personally, I would like his political help in the future... but it seems he has no interest in politics or government. He refused because he wants to be able to act freely with his own responsibilities. He's waiting in Lundvall now. Well, I guess we won't be able to satisfy then... I wanted to say thanks
and bye him before heading back to the other side. Basara continues but is it going to be okay...? His position as a spy, and also various... There's nothing to worry about in that waiver. His actions actually ended up being benefited for both the US and moderate factions. In any case, things shouldn't be too bad for him. I
see... I'm glad there's no problem. Basara said as he chuckled. When Basara's bright smile ——— Leohart felt a cold running down his spinal column. —Just a moment, Basara was his opponent. Leyohart couldn't imagine any possibility in that Basara would stand a chance against him even with the eight General
Demons. Basara should fully understand that too. ... But even so, Basara intended to go through with it. Maybe Leohart and the others saw something that they couldn't understand. Something that was unknown to them. ...... Approved Basara. Hmm? what is it? In response to Leyohart's call, Basara looked at him. His
expression was defensive, and that's why Leohart was driven by an impulse to check him, even if it wasn't necessary. Riara said — Basara was one of those who killed Belphegor. It happened before the decisive battle that played a role to determine Demon Realm's future, and he even did it alone.  ...... That's nothing.
Leyohart swallowed the question that was almost out of his mouth. Even if asked, it was possible that Basara would not recognize him, and even if he acknowledged it, he would only make eight General Demons necessarily warrior to him. If they took poorer unfortunately, it was possible that there would even be some
among them who would disagree with the idea of peace with moderate factions. The truth that would not bring happiness to anyone who was best buried in the darkness. Though – it was something that hurt Leyohart's pride. It's because it was Leyohart's duty also as King ignored the truth laid out before his eyes, if
necessary. Well, it's almost time for me to go... Mio and the others are waiting. Yes... farewell, Basara Room. Leohat and Basara al make their way. Leohart looked behind, Basara was already a distance just outside of the mansion. And then his face couldn't be seen again. ———— Leohart has resumed slowly towards
his destination. Just like how Basara and the others returned to their own world, it's now headed towards the place where is necessary to go. It was in order to meet Ramsas, who was leader of the moderate faction, as the current head of the new-generation current Demon Lord faction. Then they would discuss the future
of this Demon Realm. Part 10 [editor] after saying his firing of Leohart, Basara came out across the back door of the Wildart mansion. Lisia has guided him so far in the spatial tunnels that Sheera created. After saying farewell and expressing his gratitude to Lucia once again, Basara ruled him out of a tunnel. Then – in the
next instant, Basara reached the location where Mio and others were waiting. Basara ...! As he approached them, their expression of women changed. Sorry keeps you waiting... Basara spoke in a gentle voice to reassure all the girls. ... Did you hear the stories you wanted to hear in Ramsas? There was suddenly a living
voice that came out of the bottom. As she looked downstairs, Basara saw Sheera looking at her. No... I couldn't ask for anything. Basara responded with a smile wri. He didn't say anything. Regardless of whether it was a discussion about the future, or a recent event that Basara wanted to confirm, it was just a one-sided
selfish request on basara's side. Ramsas did not recognize anything – and that was all that happened. However, Sheera seemed to have understood roughly what was happening based on the smile that was on Basara's face. Basara's was grateful to him for being thoughtful and saying nothing however. The secret of
Ramsas was something that he still couldn't tell Mio about yet. — Therefore, Basara decided not to say anything about Mary's secret that she heard from Lisiya either. Even now - and from now on, he had no intention of revealing the truth without Sheera's permission. So, let us start ♪ with a ton of light-hearted, Sheera
created a magical circle. And before they knew it – the magic circle had already connected the two dimensions together. There was no one stuck in fluktuation of the connection; it was a perfect portal dimension that was equal to, or even better than the one in which Lucien did. —However, Sheera's portal dimensions
were not perpendiculer to the earth as Lucia was. It was flat - it was on the ground was itself. As a result Eh — kyayaa! Along with a short dream, Mio and the others fell into the hole and drop down. In the blink of an eye, they couldn't see each other again. Wha... Sheera-without what did you do...? Just one person had
thanksgiving incidentally escaped in the confused voices that arose from the instant activation. Don't worry. Specifications are perfect. Sheera revealed a malware smile. Basara couldn't help the soup hand of Sucubus mom who did anything but mischief until the very end. That's good to hear, but ... fine thank you
Sheera- Blood. After saying his own words, Basara stood at the edge of the dimension's border to flee behind Mio and the others. It was in that day—Basara-Kun. Sheera called him. It was rather different from his usual tone - it appeared to be serious. In response to Sheera's call, Basara looked beyond her surprise.
Sheera said I think it's good for you to darling Mio-Chan and the others. But it doesn't mean that you can sactify yourself for the sake of them - please never forget that. He discerned the meaning behind his words. Basara made an expression a little more serious when responded with silence. Sheera understood the
emotions that occurred in that silence. And that's why he had to tell him that right then and there. ... Unfortunately, I can't let that stuff up to those stupid people. Jin and Wilbert – as fathers, they both seemed to think that it was a virtue keeping things in the dark, but there was no woman who would go along with
romanticism to these useless people. The fact that Jin had a son named Basara was also a beacon in hopes for Sheera and Wilbert. As a symbol of the possibilities of the next generation, it could put an end to the conflict against the hero clan. She knew that she was only pushing her own selfish hopes and dreams
about it. Even so, the world where Basara and others were able to live besides – was the future that Jin, Wilbert and also Sheera want. Therfore Promise me this – just never give up on yourself. That Basara could make up a lie to stop him from eating. There was no need to make Sheera more worried than she had
already. All he needed to do was leave that place. But - Basara did not want to do so. It was because Sheera's voice was more serious than it ever was before. And so did Basara cleanse both her fists simply as she said ... I'm doing my best. Basara could not give him any confirmation now. Here's what he promised to
make Sheera do his best. It probably wasn't the answer that Sheera expected to hear. But ——— Sheera still didn't noded with a smile, and he tossed him a large bag that was tied up with a red ribbon. When Basara grabbed her, she noticed that it was remarkably heavy. This is ...? A memories from the Real Demon, a
gift for your new life with Zest-Chan. I put various things that are useful in there, so please use them when you're in trouble. He said john liked his hand. Yes — thank you so much. After Basara expressed his gratitude to him, he jumped into the dimension hole that Sheera created. Before him—he kept his eyes firmly on
those precious girls. Part 11 [edit] As it has flown to the dimensional border - all lights and sounds disappear in Basara's setting. Basara was wrapped in a dark eye darkness that was the same than when he closed his eyes. Then immediately after that moment during which all five of its senses went blank – Basara
landed slowly at the bottom of that darkness. At the same time, a bright light shining before him. After that, before it was realized, Basara had already returned to a familiar room. It was the living room of the Memek residence. I'm back... even before he had time to feel relieved———!? Basara received an unexpected
surprise. It was because the group of five including Mio fell on the collapsed hall floor. H-hey...! Basara became worried that something went wrong for the girls who had returned just before her. ......? However, he noticed that their breathing was calm. ... They're just sleeping, huh.... The reason why Basara didn't lose
awareness when it was crossed in the dimension limit – was it because it was crossed over with a calm state of mind, or was also the mischief of Sheera? When he found out that it wouldn't be a problem in either case, Basara broke his chest in relief when he stood. Then... That Basara looked at the place that she was in
once more. Reflecting in Basara's eyes was the place that it was supposed to return, with the place where the precious girls reside. This was – what Happened to Basara wanted to protect. ... i see. Perhaps Sheera had put the girls to sleep and made sure that Basara was the last one to come back just so that she could
see that. To show him the importance of returning to the place where his precious ones were waiting. If Basara ever dropped her body on her head, her girls took care of them, and the girls who were also caring for her would feel sadness. That was something that he didn't want. No, that's not it ... But Basara realizes its
own true feelings. He didn't want to lose any of them. He wanted to keep seeing their smile forever. He did not allow anyone to take that away from him. What was - Basara's Bedroom Desire. I told you, 'I would do my best. In order to not leave those words that he told Sheera just earlier, he voted never to give up and
keep searching from now – for a road towards the future where he wouldn't have lost anything important. He decided – none, prepared himself for it. Mmm. Suddenly, a full tiny height and motion took in his perferent vision. One of the girls sleeps awake. It was Mio. Mio was always worried about not being a person,
having the blood of a demon, and dragging Basara and the others into his troubles. But this time, at last, Mio might be released into that doom. So when they came back to this house - Basara had already decided what she was going to tell her. Basara ...? While Mio acknowledged her face with her hair eyes again,
LeYas Basara said she with a sweet smile — welcome Mio. With that single sentence, all of her feelings were crossed. Return to Illustration Returns to Main Forward Page of Chapter 2
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